The Automotive Industry is going through disruptive change. Tier Suppliers are challenged to be more innovative, reduce costs and deliver on-time. Cloud-based PLM helps manufacturers collaborate through their entire product development process on a single platform with no information delay or discrepancies. Fusion Lifecycle, simplifies the processes to meet these industry standards:

**ADVANCED PRODUCT QUALITY PLANNING (APQP) EXECUTION**
Stop using Excel, email and file folders to execute your critical APQP Process for each program. Cloud-based PLM can manage stage-gate projects, associated documents, task/deliverable flow-downs along with timely reminders on your mobile phone to ensure that each program executes flawlessly and enables on-time delivery.

**AUTOMATED PRODUCTION PART APPROVAL PROCESS (PPAP) SUBMISSIONS**
By executing your APQP in PLM, you can automatically validate your PPAP deliverables including relevant revision controlled documentation and submit them electronically to your customer ahead of schedule.

**LINKING FAILURE MODES EFFECTS ANALYSIS (FMEA) TO CHANGES**
Connect your design and process FMEAs to your parts while linking them to your Change Management process thus ensuring that you are designing and manufacturing a robust product.

**REAL-TIME PRODUCT, SUPPLIER AND PROCESS QUALITY METRICS**
Gather and analyze metrics through real-time reports to enable continuous improvement.

**REGUALTORY COMPLIANCE**
Rigorous Information and process management are key to satisfying the gamut of differing global and domestic manufacturing, quality (ISO/TS 16949), and environmental (ROHS, REACH, and WEEE) regulations.

**DELIVERABLES-BASED PROGRAM MANAGEMENT**
Meet critical launch dates by executing your entire program from opportunity capture through your release to production while efficiently collaborating with your suppliers and customers on changes.

“Before, each division had a different approach to change management. Now with Fusion Lifecycle we have an organized, standardized change management process, a repeatable process that will be done the same globally.”
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